Answer Key

Worksheet 1
1. T
2. T
3. F
4. F
5. T
6. T
7. F
8. F

Worksheet 2
1. invented
2. resort
3. diner
4. chef
5. complained
6. grumpy
7. delighted
8. seconds
9. thick
10. thin

Worksheet 3
1. a
2. b
3. b
4. b
5. b
6. a

Worksheet 4
1. stirred
2. freeze
3. stick
4. solid
5. treat
6. twin
7. share
8. patent
Worksheet 5
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. a
5. b
6. a
7. b
8. a
9. a, b, c, d

Worksheet 6
1. canvas
2. an immigrant
3. rough
4. supply
5. nicknamed
6. versatile
7. miner
8. labor
9. fabric
10. decade
11. image
12. fashion show

Worksheet 7
1. necessity
2. Cotton
3. shared
4. glamorous
5. acquire
6. durable
7. familiar
8. designed
9. dramatic
10. intended

Worksheet 8
1. gold
2. cotton, potatoes
3. annoyed, bothered
4. potatoes
5. strong, durable
6. versatile
7. tent, resort, hotel
8. pants, blue jeans, potato chips
9. denim, canvas, cotton, wool
10. grumpy, unsatisfied, unpleasant

Worksheet 9
1. stick
2. ice
3. treat
4. shows
5. tents
6. original
7. annoyed
8. washed
9. sell
10. destroy

Worksheet 10